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Abstract
Brämhults Juice AB is a Swedish company producing fresh juice for the Scandinavian market. Fresh juice is rich in taste but has limited durability and must be treated with special care throughout the whole supply chain. Not only will the quality of the product be affected if mistreated, but there are also contamination risks meaning that people actually could get sick, although the risk is very small. There are also other kinds of flow-related risks like single-sourced packages. To reduce the risk of spoiled juice, Brämhults installed a pasteurizer in their production process during spring 2005. An interesting question is how this affected the risks in the supply chain flow.

One of the authors (Paulsson 2007) has in another study developed a model, called the DRISC (Disruption Risks In Supply Chains) model, for the structuring, evaluation and handling of risks related to disruptions in the product flow in the supply chain. The DRISC model, seen from the angle of an individual (focal) company in the supply chain, covers all product flow-related disruption risks in the total supply chain from natural resources to the delivered final product, and makes it possible to classify them
into 15 different risk exposure boxes, of which 3 boxes have “known result impact” and 12 have “expected result impact”, and also to summarize them in a figure for the total negative result impact. The risk analysis phase of the model is applied in the project to Brämhults juice before and after the installation of the pasteurizer in order to see the effects on the risk "picture".

The analysis showed that there was an increase in two of the three “known result impact boxes” and a decrease in the third one. There was also a decrease in eight of the “expected result impact boxes”, and the remaining four were unchanged. Especially interesting is that the three risks linked to market confidence, which before were high or very high, were now all medium. There has also been a change towards comparatively more known result impacts and fewer expected result impacts.

The investment in the pasteurizer was about 2 million SEK, and there was a minor increase in the operating costs by 800,000 SEK annually. Since the costs for returns and withdrawals caused by spoiled juice, which before the pasteurizer were about 6 million SEK annually, dropped by about 90 %, the investment has had a payback time of about 5 months. But the pasteurizer also prolonged durability from 10 to 18 days, thereby making it possible for Brämhults to change from distribution by the company’s own drivers and lorries to all the different shops over to transporting to a limited number of DCs (distribution centres) belonging to different food chains. If we split the pasteurizer investment 50/50 on risk and on distribution, we will get a payback time concerning the risk part of the investment of only 2 to 3 months, indicating that it was a very profitable investment. In the costs for returns and withdrawals, only the direct, immediate costs are included. If the negative effects of disruptions on future sales are also considered, the payback time will be even shorter.

Sammanfattning

Förändrade störningssaker i försörjningskedjan genom installation av en pastör – fallet Brämhults Juice AB


En av författarna har tidigare i en annan studie (Paulsson 2007) utvecklat en modell, kallad DRISC (Disruption Risks In Supply Chains) modellen för strukturering,
värdering och hantering av risker relaterade till störningar och avbrott i försörjningskedjan. DRISC modellen täcker, sett från synvinkeln av ett individuellt (fokalt) företag i försörjningskedjan, alla produktflödesrelaterade störningar i hela kedjan allt från naturresurser till levererad slutprodukt och gör det möjligt att klassificera dessa risker i 15 olika riskexponeringsrutor av vilka 3 rutor med “känd resultatpåverkan” och 12 med “förväntad resultatpåverkan”, och också att summera ihop rutorna till en enda siffra för den total negativa resultatpåverkan. Riskanalysfasen i modellen är i projektet tillämpad på Brämhults juice före och efter installation av pastören för att kunna se effekterna på ”riskbilderna”.

Analysen visade att det blev en ökning för två av de tre rutorna med “känd resultatpåverkan” och en minskning i den tredje. Det blev också en minskning i 8 av rutorna med “förväntad resultatpåverkan” medan de återstående 4 förblev oförändrade. Speciellt intressant är att riskerna kopplade till marknadens förtroende vilka tidigare var satta till höga eller mycket höga nu alla tre var medium. Det har även varit en förändring mot mer känd resultatpåverkan och mindre förväntad resultatpåverkan.

Investeringen i pastören var cirka 2 millioner SEK och det var en begränsad ökning av de årliga driftskostnaderna med 800 000 SEK. Eftersom kostnaderna för returer och återtaganden orsakad av otjänlig juice, vilka före pastören låg på cirka 6 millioner SEK årligen, föll med ungefär 90 % så hade investeringen en pay-back tid på cirka 5 månader. Men pastören förlängde även hållbarheten från 10 till 18 dagar vilket möjliggjorde för Brämhults att gå över från direktdistribution med företagets egna chaufförer och distributionsbilar till alla de olika butikerna till att transportera till ett begränsat antal DCs (distributionscentraler) ägda av olika livsmedelskedjor. Om vi delar upp investeringskostnaden för pastören med hälften på riskhanteringen och hälften på distribution så får vi en pay-back tid beträffande riskhanteringen på endast mellan 2 och 3 månader vilket visar att det var en mycket lönsam investering. Inkluderat i kostnaderna för returer och återtaganden är vidare endast de direkta, omedelbara kostnaderna. Om även de negativa effekterna av störningar på framtidiga försäljning beaktas så kommer pay-back tiden att bli ännu kortare.
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1. **Introduction**

1.1. **Background**

1.1.1 **Empirical background**

A number of *severe company events* caused by supply chain disruptions have occurred during recent years. *One example* is Ericsson and the Albuquerque event back in 2000. A minor fire in a production cell, a so-called clean room, at a sub-supplier's plant in Albuquerque, New Mexico (USA), caused by a lightning fire affecting the delivery of electricity for about ten minutes, made the production room unclean and destroyed the production equipment. From a plant perspective the impact was low, but for Ericsson it was huge because the needed component – a radio frequency chip – was single sourced. Even after 6 months the production of chips was only 50% of what it should have been. Ericsson lost many months of mobile phone production. The accident also had an impact on Ericsson's decision to withdraw from the mobile phone terminal business. *Another example* is Nilsson (fictitious name), a Swedish steel producing company selling special steel qualities. Production is complex, includes handling of dangerous material, and has long lead times. JIT principles were not used except for a few input areas like hydrogen gas, where there was a constant inbound flow. Hydrogen gas, which was single sourced, was bought from a supplier who had built a hydrogen plant just a few hundred meters away from the factory, delivering the gas in a special pipeline. A mistake by some hired craftsmen doing maintenance work at the hydrogen supplier’s plant caused an explosion in the hydrogen factory and destroyed it completely. Production at Nilsson had to stop totally for a month, and it took several months before it was back to normal again. Their most important customer chose to end the business relation even though Nilsson, with the help of their inventory of finished goods, managed to maintain deliveries. Other deliveries were severely delayed. Sales and market shares were lost.

In this study the empirical focus is on Brämhtuls Juice AB. Brämhtuls Juice AB is a Swedish company producing fresh juice for the Scandinavian market. Fresh juice

---

is rich in taste, but has limited durability and has to be treated with special care throughout the whole supply chain. Not only will the quality of the product be affected if mistreated, but there are also contamination risks meaning that people actually could get sick, although the risk is very small. There are also other flow-related risks. Brämhults has therefore paid increasing attention to supply chain risk issues, an interest that they share with many other companies today. For different reasons, among which one was the wish to reduce contamination risks, Brämhults installed a pasteurizer during spring 2005 in their production process. An interesting question is how this affected the risks in the supply chain flow. Brämhults are also looking for ideas about other possible improvements in the management of supply chain flow-related disruption risks.

1.1.2 Theoretical background

Risk is defined by The Royal Society “as the probability that a particular adverse event occurs during a stated period of time, or results from a particular challenge”\textsuperscript{6}. To be able to come to grip with risks, risk management is needed. The same source defines risk management as “the process whereby decisions are made to accept a known or assessed risk and/or the implementation of actions to reduce the consequences or probability of occurrence”\textsuperscript{7}. Formulated in another way: “Risk management means taking deliberate action to shift the odds in your favour”\textsuperscript{8}.

Company risks of different kinds have received increasing attention during the last decade both in media\textsuperscript{9} and as a research topic. In some countries, new legislation has been introduced making it compulsory to include risk assessment information in the annual report. This study focuses on the supply chain flow risks where risk is defined as an event with negative economic consequences.

\textsuperscript{5} www.bramhultsjuice.se. 2005-08-25.
The chain of transport and storage activities from first supplier to end customer has changed character over the years, and gradually developed from a step-wise chain via a logistical chain into a supply chain\(^{10}\). Competition is no longer between different individual companies but between different supply chains offering similar products to an end customer\(^{11}\). Consequently, the focus ought to be on the supply chain and not on the individual company. The problem is that the supply chain does not exist from a legal point of view, and hence the supply chain cannot take actions – only the individual companies in the chain can act. With competition changing from companies to supply chains, it has become very important for the individual company to be a “member” of a competitive supply chain that gives the company a fair share of its surplus. That will not happen by itself. It has therefore become essential for the individual company to “create its own” supply chain alternative, i.e. to find out what consequences different design alternatives have for the competitiveness of the supply chain and the company, and to actively promote supply chain design alternatives with high competitiveness.

So far, short-term operational efficiency issues seem to have dominated this design work. But every supply chain design alternative also includes risks of different kinds, and the supply chain tends to be increasingly vulnerable. Many firms that earlier realised that the biggest opportunities to increase their competitiveness did not lie in improving their internal efficiency but in supply chain design and integration are now realizing that the biggest risks to the company are not within the company itself but in its dependency on the supply chain. Disruptions in one link of the chain could easily spread to other links in the chain (domino effects). In some situations the negative economic consequences also tend to grow worse for each link, and we can here talk about *escalating domino effects*. In combination with often limited liability for the individual link, this means that companies further down the supply chain could actually be much more severely hit than the link where the initial disruption took place.

A number of trends during the last decade have affected the supply chain risk situation. One is that the supply chain should be lean, another that it should be agile as well\(^{12,13}\). A third trend is outsourcing, resulting in more links in the chain. Single


sourcing is still another trend. And of course globalisation. All these trends (and others as well) tend to make the supply chain more vulnerable. Christopher & Lee\textsuperscript{14}, for instance, have pointed out that "Managing supply chains in today's competitive world is increasingly challenging". And the trends change customer demands as well, as e.g. Schwartz\textsuperscript{15} has underlined "in many cases, customers are demanding to see proof that a business is ready for trouble before they will award it a major contract or place a company within its supply chain of manufacturing".

Consequently, there is a need for models with the help of which risks related to disturbances or disruptions in the physical flow in a supply chain can be identified, structured, described and analysed. Such models are of interest to academia and to company management, employees, shareholders, local communities, and other stakeholders. One of the authors has in another study developed a supply chain flow aggregated risk model – called the DRISC model – for the structuring, evaluation and handling of risks related to disruptions in the physical flow in the entire supply chain. The risk analysis phase in this model will here be applied on Brämhults Juice AB.

\textbf{1.2. Objectives}

One objective of the study is to apply the risk analysis phase in a certain theoretical supply chain disruption risk model – called the DRISC model – on Brämhults Juice AB before and after the installation of a pasteurizer to get a view of how the “risk picture” was affected by the installation.

A second objective is to get indications of suitable adjustments in the DRISC model.

And a third objective is to get ideas of possible further improvements in the management of the supply chain disruption risks in Brämhults Juice AB.


1.3. Report overview

Figure 1.1: Report overview
2. Presenting the DRISC model

This chapter is based on a doctoral thesis\textsuperscript{16} which in its turn has been inspired by two different papers\textsuperscript{17,18}, and a book chapter\textsuperscript{19}.

2.1. Some theoretical starting points

A result-oriented perspective
A result is that which someone or something, such as an organisation or a company, wants to reach. The result might be specified in many different ways/dimensions as e.g.:

- number of successful operations performed;
- number of students examined;
- shareholder value; and
- business profit.

It is up to the user of the DRISC model to specify what kind of result dimension he or she wants to choose and thus what in the specific application is meant by result impact.

Product flow focus
There are a number of different flows in the supply chain, like product flow, information flow and financial flow. Our focus will be on the product flow, where \textit{product is defined as something one gets paid to deliver}. It could be a physical product, a service or a mixture of both.

Focal unit perspective
The supply chain is looked upon \textit{from the point of view of an individual unit in the chain}. That particular unit is called the \textit{focal unit} and might be a single company, a group of companies, an organisation, a group of organisations, a working site, a legal unit or some other specified unit in the supply chain that the users of the DRISC model choose to select as their focal unit. Focal unit is thus defined as the


\textsuperscript{17} Paulsson, Ulf (2005a) "Developing a Supply Chain Flow Risk Model". Final paper to the \textit{NOFOMA 2005-conference}.

\textsuperscript{18} Paulsson, Ulf (2005b) "Valuation of Supply Chain Flow Risks by Indexing". Work-in-progress paper to the \textit{NOFOMA 2005-conference}.

individual unit in the supply chain from the perspective of which the supply chain flow risk issues are seen, interpreted and acted upon.

**Focal product perspective**
In many cases where the focal unit is producing more than one product, the focal unit is a “member” of several different supply chains where each supply chain is based on a certain product or product group. One has to be chosen. *Focal product is thus defined as the individual product or product group that the focal unit chooses to study.* So when we talk about “a focal unit perspective” we actually mean from the perspective of a certain focal unit and a certain focal product.

**Pre-period time perspective**
The perspective is a pre-period time perspective where period is the chosen time period for the project in question e.g. 1/1 – 31/12 the coming year. This means that we try to act before something happens and thereby eliminate the event or affect the likelihood and/or the negative consequences of the event. When we imagine the negative consequences, we suppose that if an event happens, normal suitable risk handling actions will be taken to mitigate the negative consequences.

**Supply chain choice**
Since one and the same product can be using different supply chain alternatives, e.g. the product can be distributed through several parallel distribution channels, it may also be necessary to specify a supply chain alternative.

**Marginal changes in the supply chain**
The DRISC model will deal with marginal changes in a planned or an already existing supply chain with its current policy for handling disruption risks. The DRISC model assists in the search for alternatives to handle the disruption risks in this supply chain in a more effective and efficient way.

**Focus on disruption risk exposure**
Since the perspective is a pre-period time perspective, the focus is not on actual disruptions but on disruption risk exposure. Given the production of a certain focal product in a certain focal unit in a certain supply chain setting, a disruption risk exposure might exist. A risk exposure exists when there is a possibility that an event with negative result impact is going to happen. In this study the top event is a disruption in the supply chain. This means that the focus is on the negative result impact (NRI) for the focal unit with its focal product of supply chain disruption risk exposure.

**Risk handling**
The focal unit reacts to the risk exposure through risk handling. The potential events cause pre-event and post-event handling. The pre-event handling could mean that actions are taken, like buying new insurance or building up a buffer
stock, to eliminate or mitigate the risk. One could also choose not to act because that is seen as more favourable than acting (we simply accept the risk as it is). But not acting could also follow from a situation where the risk is not affectable. In both cases the disruption is sent on to post-event handling.

Post-event handling could mean taking actions like working overtime or temporarily buying from another supplier. There are two basic ways for the focal unit to handle a disruption that has taken place: to handle the disruption within the focal unit or to let the disruption out of the focal unit by passing it on. Disruptions are passed on for two different reasons. One is that the negative result impact of the disruption will be lower if passed on than if handled internally. The other is that it has to be passed on because it cannot be affected internally. The latter will also be seen as risk handling, since in most situations you have the possibility to eliminate the risk totally by stopping producing the focal product.

Pre-event handling in the form of actions will be called preventive measures. Post-event handling in the form of actions will be called internally handled, and in the form of not acting passed on. There exist in other words three basic ways to handle risk exposure: preventive measures, internally handled and passed on.

In the individual situation one, two or all three ways of risk handling can be applied (risk handling mix). By making changes in the risk handling mix, the total negative result impact can be affected.

Disruption risk exposure
If the focal unit had not been subject to any disruption risk exposure in the supply chain flow, its estimated future result would have been of a certain size. But now since the company is exposed to certain disruption risks, the estimated future result is less favourable. The difference can be regarded as the total negative result
impact from the disruption risk exposure. The focal unit wants to keep this difference as small as possible.

**Disruption risk definition**
The normal product flow creates a normal result. A negative impact is then a decrease in this normal result. The normal product flow in the supply chain includes frequent, small disruptions up to a certain level, because it is normal to have such minor disruptions. I can now, for the DRISC model, define negative consequence as a consequence of a disruption in the supply chain product flow that in comparison with the normal result created by the normal product flow has a negative result impact.

**Risk scenario description**
A risk scenario can basically be described as a chain of events starting with initial event and ending with end state. Between those one or more mid states could exist. In complex scenario situations there will probably be a number of mid states. Often we have a special interest in one of those mid states and that mid state will here be called “critical mid state”.

As soon as we apply the risk scenario model on a certain context a number of specifications are necessary. We might need to specify initial event, critical mid state and end state. We might for instance only be interested in fires in private houses (Critical mid state) caused by short circuit in old electrical systems (Initial event) and our interest ends when the fire has been extinguished (End state).

In the DRISC model critical event is specified as “a supply chain product flow disruption which constitutes the first disruption in a risk scenario”. What characterises the “end state” also has to be defined, and the chosen definition is here; when we are “back to a stable flow again”. Consequently, there is a stable flow, something happens (initiating event) that starts a chain of events, including a critical event, that ends when we are back to a stable flow again.

![Chain of events](image-url)

*Figure 2.2: Illustration of a scenario with a critical event in the DRISC model setting*
2.2. The DRISC model on the top level

The object of our interest is the potential disruptions risks in the supply chain product flow. These are the result of the supply chain itself and of how its risks are managed. Those two – the supply chain and the risk management process – are in constant interaction. The supply chain with its product flow creates risks. Some of those risks are handled in the risk management process by finding and implementing certain risk handling actions. Those actions change the supply chain in one way or another. A changed supply chain creates a new risk situation to which risk management might then react with new risk handling actions, and so on.

These three basic elements – the supply chain, the risk management process and the potential disruptions risks in the supply chain product flow – and their interaction can be identified, described and analysed in a number of ways. It is, however, advisable to have certain fixed structures that govern how these three basic elements and their interaction are identified, described and analysed. Those fixed structures will be called the framework for description and analysis, which is the fourth basic element of the DRISC model. Changes in the supply chain (and, as a consequence, also changes in risks) can be internally generated within the supply chain but can also come from outside the supply chain – from its environment. Therefore the environment of the supply chain is included in the model as a fifth basic element. After we have been through all the different steps in the risk management process we need to ask ourselves if the risk situation now is “good enough” or not. If the answer is “no”, a new risk management process “round” is initiated.
2.3. A closer look at two of the basic model elements

2.3.1 Framework for description and analysis

The framework for description and analysis consists of: supply chain network structure, supply chain risk essentials, and disruption source and handling way structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework for description and analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Supply chain network structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Supply chain risk essentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Disruption source and handling way structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.4: Framework for description and analysis model – Level 2
Supply chain network structure

Seen from the perspective of the focal company, three different relevant supply chain parts – supply side, production and demand side – can be identified in a supply chain product flow going from natural resources to end market.

![Supply chain network structure model – Level 3](image)

Supply chain risk essentials

The supply chain risk essentials model identifies that in the supply chain which is of special significance from a disruption risk point of view. The model consists of six different supply chain risk essentials: product design, production process design, product flow design, product flow supporting systems, risk management systems and actions, and human resources.

![Supply chain risk essentials model – Level 3](image)
Supply chain disruption source and post-event handling way structure

Earlier (figure 2.1) two different ways of post-event risk handling have been identified: internally handled, and passed on.

But the consequences of a disruption can often spread over long times. Another aspect is that they can unfold over time from local to widespread. And finally the consequences can change character over time. It is therefore important to split up the consequences into sub-groups. Those aspects seem to be especially relevant for the passed on disruptions. It is therefore suitable to split up the market reactions on several periods of time. Taking the critical event (disruption) as the starting point, the following three periods of time are chosen; until back to a stable flow, short run, and long run. Short run is also called market patience and another word for long run is market confidence. Consequently there are four ways of post-event risk handling: internally handled, passed on-until back to a stable flow, passed on-short run, and passed on-long run.

Three different disruption sources can be identified depending in where the initiating event takes place: within the supply side, within the focal unit, and within demand side. There are thus twelve possible combinations of disruption sources and post-event handling ways, which give us a certain disruption source and post-event handling way structure.

Table 2.1: Supply chain disruption source and handling way structure – Level 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Post-event handling structured after way of handling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internally handled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within the supply side</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within the focal unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within the demand side</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.2 Risk management process; the risk analysis phase

A risk management process consisting of three “phases” – risk analysis, risk evaluation, and risk reduction/control – including eight “steps” altogether can be identified on the basis of IEC (1997).

Here our focus is only on the risk analysis phase. The risk analysis phase (Level 3) consists of the following three steps: system border, hazard identification and risk estimation. The latter is in the DRISC model more precisely expressed as risk exposure estimation.

System border

The first step when using the DRISC model is to decide on the setting, which means: decide who is the stake holder and who is judging, choose focal unit and focal product, decide projects goals, specify measure dimension for result impact, specify time period, ambition level and time horizon, and decide other specifications/limitations.
Hazard identification

The hazards are mapped within a structure that is a combination of two earlier presented models; the supply chain network model and the supply chain risk essentials model. The output from the model is information about potential vulnerability sources and about risk management activities.
Risk exposure estimation

The risk exposure estimation model consists of risk exposure box structure and estimation of the result impact. The output from the model is information about estimated result exposure.

The risk exposure box structure is based on the disruption source and post-event handling way structure presented earlier (Table 2.1) complemented with pre-event handling. Each preventive measure can be linked to one or more of the same three disruption sources as the post-event handlings were. We will then get 3 new boxes making a total of 15 boxes.

Acting in advance by taking preventive measures causes negative result impact. Those “costs” will be called “known result impact” since we know that they will occur. Acting after the disruption has happen also causes “costs”. Those costs will be called “expected result impact”, since we do not know if the disruption is going to occur or not. Finally if we sum up known negative result impact and expected negative result impact we will get the total negative result impact from the disruption risk exposure.

In theory the complete result impact for each of the 15 risk exposure boxes can be estimated. They can then be summed up into a complete total negative result impact. In practice this is seldom done because it is practically impossible, or because such exact information is, from an action perspective, not necessary. A possibility is to use a set of risk levels. We will then acquire a rough estimate of the result impacts. This is a timesaving method, and if the aim is to gain a quick overview of the risk situation in a supply chain, using risk levels is probably a practicable method.

Table 2.2: Risk exposure; Box structure – Level 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISRUPTION SOURCE:</th>
<th>Known NRI from preventive measures</th>
<th>Expected OUTCOME structured after way of risk-handling:</th>
<th>NRI from DISRUPTION RISK EXPOSURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exposed NRI from internally handled disruptions</td>
<td>Expected NRI from passed on disruptions; structured information with inclusion of market reaction and considering time dimension</td>
<td>TOTAL NRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiation event within supply side AND</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td></td>
<td>EQUALS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiation event within focal unit AND</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td></td>
<td>EQUALS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiation event within demand side AND</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td></td>
<td>EQUALS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL KNOWN</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>TOTAL EXPECTED NRI</td>
<td>EQUALS TOTAL NRI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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For the estimation of the result impact is the question of objectivity central. Objectivity is desirable but could be difficult to reach. In some situations, risks are well defined and we have accurate data for both consequences and likelihood. The calculated expected value of the risk in those situations can be said to be objective or reasonably objective. But there are also many situations where information is insufficient or lacking and we have to rely on subjective estimations. The estimations ought to be made by experts either within the focal unit, such as risk managers, production managers and others within the company, or external experts, like risk consultants. Each estimation should be accompanied by motivations. The motivations can be as interesting as the estimation itself.

**Figure 2.10: Risk exposure estimation model – Level 4**
3. Brämhults Juice AB: Some basic facts

The substance of this and the following chapters is mainly based on information from a master’s thesis\textsuperscript{20}, the website of the company\textsuperscript{21}, a PowerPoint presentation of the company and its risks made by a company representative\textsuperscript{22}, a personal visit to the premises, including an interview with the quality manager in August 2006 and a one-day workshop at Brämhults in Borås with about 10 participants (mainly from the company) in January 2008. The substance of this section is also inspired by two other reports within the SIK project, one by Arinder & Milanov (2007) and one by Janson (2007). The situation first described below is the one that existed before the installation of the pasteurizer in May 2005.

3.1. The company

Brämhults started at the end of the 40s as a small company producing freshly squeezed carrot juice for the local market. The juice was not chilled and had very limited durability. At the beginning of the 70s, Brämhults started to chill the juice to just a few degrees Celsius immediately after squeezing it. This increased the durability to about 5 days. From the mid-90s, the company also produces other juices than carrot juice in the only squeezing machine for citrus fruits in Sweden. But no matter what kind of juice, the philosophy is "as fresh and as natural as possible".

The company is very keen on keeping a high and even quality of their products. Within a few hours from squeezing, the fresh juice is delivered by the company's own refrigerated trucks to the different stores and their refrigerated display cabinets.

The company has a turnover of about 170 million SEK (about 20 million Euros) and, until a few years ago, was family-owned but is now part of Mellby Gårds

\textsuperscript{21} www.bramhultsjuice.se. 2005-08-25.
\textsuperscript{22} Tylestrand, Ulf (2005-02-05) PowerPoint presentation of Brämhults and its risks at a SIK meeting in Lund.
3.2. **The products**

The products are freshly squeezed juices that do not contain any preservatives, most of them in 1 litre bottles. Carrot juice was the original offering and, for some decades, the only kind of juice. It is still in the assortment, which now also includes a number of other juices and products:

- **Freshly squeezed juices:** Made from fresh fruits. The temperature to be kept is between zero and 5 degrees. Durability up to ten days.
- **Healthy liquids:** Made from fresh fruits (juices) with a natural additional healthy contribution like ginseng. The temperature to be kept is between zero and 5 degrees. Durability up to ten days.
- **Smoothies:** Made from four different kinds of fresh fruit that are crushed and mixed. The temperature to be kept is between zero and 5 degrees. Durability up to ten days.
- **Fruit liquids:** Made from fresh frozen juices. The temperature to be kept is between zero and 5 degrees. Durability up to ten days.
- **Fresh frozen juice:** Made from fresh fruits; the juice is frozen immediately after it has been squeezed. The temperature has to be kept at minus 18 degrees or lower. Durability up to one year.

3.3. **The product flow**

In Chapter 2 a figure (Fig. 2.9) of the supply chain network structure was presented. This figure will be used here as a basis for the presentation of the supply chain flow of Brämhults.

**Natural resources**

*Nature* in the sense of natural resources is here mainly the land and the soil producing the fruits.

---

23 In 2007 the company was bought by Eckers Ganini.
Supply side
The fruits are mainly bought from traders and to some extent also directly from producers that are located both within Europe and outside it. The freight is paid by the supplier, and the transport is also arranged by the supplier. For a number of reasons the quality of the fruit can change in an unforeseeable way. One factor is changing weather conditions, which can affect the accessibility and the quality of the fruits.

Production
The company has in its premises a small stock of fresh oranges and other citrus fruits covering a couple of days’ need. The juice is squeezed during nighttimes and chilled and distributed early in the morning. Production is customer driven, and no stock of finished products exists. This means that everything that is produced during the night has already been sold and will be distributed during the day.

![Production flow with internal activities](image)

*Figure 3.1: Brämhults; Production flow with internal activities (Based on a PowerPoint-presentation by Ulf Tylestrand, dated 2005-02-04)*

In the figure above, production is described as consisting of five different production steps; arrival control, squeezing, mixing, bottling (bottle) and picking.

Demand side (distribution)
The company sells its products in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. The fresh juice is delivered to the different stores and their refrigerated display cabinets by Brämhults’ own refrigerated trucks driven by their own drivers (except on the Finnish market, where distribution is bought from a third party). The products have
to be kept cool during the whole chain from production to consumption, because
the juices are not pasteurized, which means that they might contain bacteria that
could easily multiply if the temperature rises too much. If the juices are kept at the
right low temperature, between zero and 5 degrees, they are guaranteed to stay
fresh for 10 days. Within this period of time, the bottles should be distributed to the
shop, stored at the shop, bought by an end customer, brought to the home of the
end customer, stored again and finally consumed. This is the main reason why the
company only sells its products in geographically nearby markets (i.e. the
Scandinavian countries).

End market

*End customers* are mainly the different individual consumers (private households)
that buy the juice in the shop, but there are also a few big customers (e.g. an
airport) that get the juice directly delivered to them.
4. Brämhults before the pasteurizer

The risk analysis phase consists of the three steps – system border, hazard identification and risk exposure estimation. For each step a model been has developed.

4.1. System border specification

The system border model, which was specified in Figure 2.8 in the presentation of the DRISC model, will now be applied on Brämhults.

The focal unit is Brämhults and the focal product the fresh juices produced by the company. The time horizon is 2005 up to the installation of the pasteurizer in May 2005. The project goal is to map and evaluate the risks before the pasteurizer was installed. One limitation is that the fresh frozen juice will not be included, as its risks probably differ considerably from the other products in the assortment. Nor will carrot juice be included, because it remains un-pasteurized and has very short shelf life. The Finnish market will not be included in this study due to the use of a quite different distribution mode in that country than in the other Scandinavian countries. Finally it should be mentioned that the judgements have been made in collaboration with the company.

4.2. The identification of hazards

The hazard identification model was presented in Figure 2.9. That model is now applied here. The aim of the mapping is to collect information about potential risk vulnerability and to identify present risk management activities.

4.2.1 Identified hazards

Natural resources
- Changing weather conditions like heat, cold or an unusually dry period
- Natural disasters like flooding and hurricanes
Supply side

- Necessary “components” for the production of the fresh juice are mainly citrus fruits, packages of plastic, electricity and water.
- Electricity and water are single sourced and bought locally.
- Packages are also single sourced and bought from a nearby company.
- The design of the bottle is unique and has a trademark protection. For the production of the bottles, certain unique forms are needed.
- Citrus fruits are always available on the supply market, but price and quality could change according to e.g. weather conditions.
- Wrong deliveries and late arrivals could cause inbound delivery problems.
- Bad fruit quality could cause delays because the shipment is not useable for production. A new one has to be ordered.
- If a shipment with bad fruit is not detected, then it might enter production and cause problems.
- The company buys their citrus fruit from many different producers spread over many regions and countries and even continents.
- The company buys fruit from certified producers if possible.

Production

- Some buffer stock of packages
- Almost no buffer stock of citrus fruits
- No buffer stock at all of the finished products/juices
- Just one production unit
- Just one production line
- No unique production equipment
- Production mainly during night-time
- The products/juices are not pasteurized, which means that their shelf life is quite short – if kept at the right temperature – 10 days.
- Un-pasteurized juice also means that there are some contamination risks.
- Production personnel have a low level of formal education in how to treat foodstuffs.
- The risks in production are linked in the figure below to the five different production steps that have been identified.
At arrival of the fruit: Always taking the temperature in the delivering lorry, and if temperature is over the set limit the consignment is sent back.

At arrival of the fruit: Visual control of the fresh fruit and sorting away those fruits that do not measure up to the required quality level.

At arrival of the fruit: Now and then taking a sample of the fruit and sending it to a test laboratory for analysis.

Specific routines for the washing-up of the machines, but no central washing-up-function

Routines for handling of customer complaints that might give indications of quality problems in production.

**Demand side**

- At the shops; some stock of juice covering a couple of days’ demand.
- Limited shelf life – only 10 days.
- The bottle with juice might be spoiled especially if the cold chain is not maintained.
- The cold chain might not be maintained throughout the whole distribution.
• The shops might not immediately pick up the delivered juice and place it in refrigerated display cabinets.
• The temperature in the refrigerated display cabinets at the shops might be too high.
• Customers might regret picking the product while they are still in the shop and just put it on an ordinary shelf or leave it at the check-out counter. The shop might occasionally delay returning the juice back into the refrigerated cabinet.
• Direct distribution from factory to the individual shop with Brämhults own trucks driven by their own chauffeurs who know the products well and are aware of the importance of keeping the cool chain.
• Routines for chauffeurs checking the quality of the products on the shop shelves.
• Routines for handling customer complaints.
• Routines for picking up bad products belonging to batches that do not maintain the quality standard and should therefore be taken back.

End market
• If Brämhults juice is not on the shelf, there is a risk that the customer will take a competitor’s product instead and like it.
• Spoiled products might be on the shelves and be bought by a customer.
• The end customer (consumer) might not keep the temperature low enough during the transport of the juice from the shop to the refrigerator back home.
• The end customer’s refrigerator might hold a too high temperature or the customer exposes the juice to heat, e.g. at the kitchen table, too long.

4.2.2 Vulnerability and risk management

Summing up the potential sources of vulnerability

Changing weather conditions like heat, cold or an unusually dry period can drastically reduce the supply of citrus fruits, and so can natural disasters like flooding and hurricanes. Wrong deliveries and late arrivals could also cause problems. The fact that the bottle is unique and single sourced is another cause of vulnerability. There is only a small buffer stock of packages and an almost non-existent one of citrus fruits. Moreover, there is just one production unit with one production line. A disruption in production could not be mitigated by buffer stocks of finished products, since there are none at the factory and only a limited stock of juice covering a couple of days’ demand at the shops. If Brämhults juice is not on
the shelf, there is a risk that the customer will buy a competitor’s product instead — and like it.

The risk of spoiled juice is a special case. Not only will the quality of the product be affected if mistreated, but there are also contamination risks meaning that people actually could get sick, although the risk is very small. If a shipment containing bad fruit is not discovered on arrival, it might enter production and cause contamination problems since the juice is not pasteurized. But the major problem is the cold chain, which has to be maintained from production throughout the whole distribution. There are a number of risk sources. One is that the shops may not pick up the delivered juice immediately and place it in refrigerated display cabinets. Another risk source is that the temperature may be too high in the refrigerated display cabinets in the shops. Yet another one is that customers may regret buying the product while they are still in the shop and just put it back on an ordinary shelf or leave it at the cashier’s counter. Then it might occasionally take some time until the juice is put back in the refrigerated cabinet. Spoiled products might thus be on the shelves in the shops and be bought by customers.

There are also a number of risk sources after the product has been sold in the shop: too high temperature during the end customer’s (consumer’s) transport from the shop to the refrigerator in his/her home, too high temperature in the end customer’s refrigerator or in another place where the customer leaves the juice for a period of time, e.g. on the kitchen table.

The customer’s personal experience of the spoiled juice means that s/he might hesitate to buy the product in the future even if s/he likes it. Information about spoiled juice from external sources like newspapers or television might also mean that customers feel apprehensive about buying the product in the future even if they have not had any problem with bad juice themselves.

**Risk management activities**

Brämhults tries to buy all their fruit from certified producers. They also have specific routines for the arrival check of the fresh fruits, e.g. visual control of the fresh fruit and returning those fruits that do not live up to the required quality level, or occasionally taking a sample of the fruit and sending it to a test laboratory for analysis.

In production, Brämhults has specific routines for sorting away those fruits that do not live up to the required quality level. There are also specific routines for the cleaning-up of the machines (but no central cleaning-up function). There are also certain routines for handling customer complaints, which can provide indications of quality problems in production.
On the demand side, there is direct distribution from factory to the individual shop with Brämhults’ own trucks driven by their own drivers. There are also routines for the drivers to check the quality of the products on the shop shelves and, finally, routines for picking up and taking back bad products belonging to batches that do not live up to the quality standard.

The issue of contamination risks and how to handle them is specifically dealt with in two other reports within the SIK-project; Arinder & Milanov (2007) and Janson (2007) and is therefore not focused in this report.

### 4.3. Risk exposure estimation

Risk exposure estimation was discussed in section 2.3.2 and the discussion was summed up in a risk exposure estimation model (Figure 2.10). The result impacts at Brämhults will now be estimated by means of a five-level ranking (very high, high, medium, low and very low) and the motivations for each estimation are given.

#### 4.3.1 Facts and estimations

**Initiating event within supply side (S)**

**Facts**

- Electricity is bought from the ordinary local distributor. Brief disruptions can occur, but since Brämhults is situated in a middle-sized town, disruptions longer than a couple of hours are very unlikely.
- Water is bought from the local water authorities, who test the quality of the water regularly. A pipeline might break, but delays longer than a day or two are unlikely.
- The citrus fruits are bought from a number of different suppliers, and alternative suppliers are always at hand.
- The bottles are unique and of Brämhults’ own design. They own this design as well as the unique forms that are used to produce the bottles. There is only one supplier of the bottles, which are produced in Ullared about 100 kilometres away. If the production facilities in Ullared were destroyed, it would take considerable time to start up a new production – about six months. It would take about as long to change over to another
supplier. By outsourcing the bottling step, however, it would be possible to change over to ordinary Tetra Pak packages much faster.

- Juice is the only product produced by Brämhults, and they cannot easily change over to another kind of production.
- Fresh juice is a sensitive product, especially since it could easily get spoiled.

Estimations with motivations

Preventive measures (S1)
There is a buffer stock of bottles for some weeks’ need. The small buffer stock of citrus fruits covers just a couple of days’ need. There are also specific routines for the arrival check of the citrus fruits. There are, however, no reserve alternatives for water supply or electricity supply and no buffer stock of finished products (juice, and there is just one production site and one production line. The total known result impact for preventive measures has therefore been estimated to be low.

Internally handled (S2)
The buffer stocks of juice and bottles deal with some of the disruptions, but far from all of them. Certain minor disruptions in the magnitude of a couple of hours can be handled internally through overtime work. But since there is just one production unit and one production line and no buffer stocks of juice, there are, in other words, almost no possibilities to deal with incoming disruptions internally. They have to be passed on to the demand side. The total expected result impact has consequently been estimated to be very low.

Passed on; until back to a stable flow (S3)
Since the preventive measures are limited and the possibilities of handling disruptions internally are small, the disruptions from supply side will to a considerable extent be passed on to the demand side. In the case of non-deliveries, there will, of course, be no revenues. The fleet of trucks and drivers will also become idle, because it cannot so easily be used for other purposes in the short run. In the case of a delivery of spoiled juice and subsequent complaints, the cost for taking back the product also has to be added. The expected result impact is estimated to be medium.

Passed on; Short run (market patience) (S4)
If Brämhults juice is not on the shelf in the shop, there is likely to be a category of customers who will postpone their purchase of juice until Brämhults juice is back again. But most of the customers will probably temporarily choose another brand instead, and it might be a while before they change back to Brämhults juice again, even though Brämhults is the only fresh, un-pasteurized juice on the market. So sales will be lost, and there will be a partly idle truck fleet as well. If the juice is spoiled and the customer finds out about it only after the purchase, s/he can go back to the shop and return the product. But the customer might instead simply
throw away the spoiled juice. In both cases, the customer will probably avoid buying the product for a period of time. Also, the supply market (the supply side) can react in a way that makes the economic consequences of a disruption worse by e.g. giving Bråmhults a lower quantity discount than otherwise. Considering all the factors mentioned above, the expected result impact has been estimated to be high.

Passed on; Long run (market confidence) (S5)
If Bråmhults juice is not on the shelf, there is a risk that the customer will buy a competitor’s product instead and find that s/he prefers it, which means that Bråmhults will lose that customer permanently. In the case of spoiled juice, there are different alternatives. The customer’s personal experience of spoiled juice means that s/he might avoid buying the product in the future. Other people’s bad experiences can have the same effect, even if the customer likes the product and has not had any problem with bad juice personally. Another alternative is the negative consequences of information from external sources like newspapers or television about spoiled juice. The resultant anxiety can become very strong and have a long-lived effect and spread to other juice brands as well. This could mean that the Bråmhults brand is severely damaged with a considerable drop in sales on a long-term scale, and Bråmhults is the only brand of the company. The supply side can also have an impact on the consequences in the long run by e.g. offering Bråmhults less favourable prices in the future, since the company has now become a less attractive customer. The expected result impact is therefore estimated to be very high.

Initiating event within focal unit (production) (P)

Facts
- It is a matter of non-advanced products and production.
- There are a few, rather simple, production steps, which are conducted by means of standardised, relatively uncomplicated machines. This makes it possible to handle potential breakdowns rather easily and quickly.
- One production unit with just one production line creates inflexibility and thus vulnerability.
- Wrong handling of the machines and shortcomings in the quality control can lead to contamination of the juice during the production process.

Estimations with motivations
Preventive measures (P1)
There are routines for quality control of the finished product (juice) and routines for introducing and training new staff members, but no other preventive measures. The known result impact has therefore been estimated to be very low.
Internally handled (P2)
Re-planning of the production schedule for the day and/or working overtime can handle disruptions of up to a couple of hours – but not more. In other words, the internal risk handling possibilities are very limited. The expected result impact has been evaluated to be very low.

Passed on disruptions (P3-5)
The risks costs for the different passed on disruptions (P3, P4 and P5) are the same as for S3 to S5, but since the likelihood is judged to be lower, the estimation of the expected result impact is one step lower.

Initiating event within demand side (D)

Facts
- Fresh juice is a “sensitive” product, and the cooling chain has to be maintained all the way from production site to end customer.
- There are four possible weak links in the chain: distribution from the production site out to the different shops, storage at the shop, the customer’s transport of the juice from the shop to his/her home and, finally, storage of the juice at the customer’s home.
- The negative reactions to spoiled juice will probably be very much the same no matter where in the total supply chain the juice is spoiled before consumption.
- The accessibility of the product in the different shops can be affected by e.g. a wild strike among transport workers.

Estimations with motivations
Preventive measures (D1)
The fresh juice is distributed from the factory to the different shops by the company’s own drivers and refrigerated trucks. The drivers have special competence and interest in maintaining the cold chain. This way of distributing the juice can partly be regarded as a preventive measure. The drivers also check whether the quality of the juice on the shelves in the shops is satisfactory. Finally, the drivers return the juice that shops or customers have complained of. The expected result impact has been estimated to be low.

Internally handled (D2)
There is very little that Brämhults can actually do if there is a sudden drop in orders, and consequently the expected result impact is very low.
Passed on disruptions (D3-5)
The expected result impact for the different passed on disruptions (D3, D4 and D5) are estimated to be at the same level as for S3, S4 and S5.

4.3.2 Summing up and commenting on the estimations

Table 4.1: Brämhults; Risk exposure levels BEFORE the pasteurizer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISRUPTION SOURCES</th>
<th>Known NRI from preventive measures</th>
<th>Expected OUTCOME structured after way of risk-handling:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initiated event within supply side</td>
<td>Expected RI from internally handled disruptions; until back to a stable flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Expected RI from passed on disruption upstream/downstream with inclusion of market reaction and considering time dimension; In the short run, In the long run (market confidence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1:</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>S2: Very low, S3: Medium, S4: High, S5: Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2:</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>P2: Very low, P3: Low, P4: Medium, P5: High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3:</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>D2: Very low, D3: Medium, D4: High, D5: Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4:</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Total expected RI from externally handled disruption; until back to a stable flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5:</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Total expected RI from passed on disruption; In the short run, In the long run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL KNOWN NRI</td>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL EXPECTED NRI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: S = from supply side, P = from production, D = from demand side, RI = risk impact, NRI = negative risk impact

There are few preventive risk-handling actions, and consequently the known result impacts are low. Since the juice is fresh, the possibilities to handle a disruption internally are nearly non-existent, and therefore the result impacts are very low. Accordingly, almost all disruptions have to be passed on, and this is where the main expected negative result impacts will be found. They are: until back to a stable flow about medium, in the short run about high and in the long run about very high.

In conclusion, it is worth mentioning that two major individual risk sources have been identified:

- one is spoiled juice and, especially, the long-term effects that hidden quality problems can have on market confidence; and
- the other is the unique bottle, which is characteristic of Brämhults juice. Single sourcing in combination with a limited buffer stock of bottles and a long start-up time if the production facilities for the bottle are destroyed can make it necessary to bottle the juice in standard packages, e.g. Tetra Pak packages, for some period of time. The problem, however, is that the customer might not recognize the product.
5. Brämhults after the pasteurizer

5.1. Installation of a Pasteurizer

The description and analysis below is based on the situation in August 2006 – about 15 months after the installation of the pasteurizer in May 2005.

5.1.1 The function of a pasteurizer

A pasteurizer is a machine in which the juice in this case is heated to 70–72 degrees Celsius for about 30 seconds, thereby eliminating many of the microorganisms that might contaminate the product.

5.1.2 A short survey of changes

- The pasteurizer installed by Brämhults eliminates almost all possible bacteria, both those in the incoming fruit and those that might have been added through contamination during the production process.
- This has reduced the number of returns and withdrawals by about 90%.
- It has also prolonged shelf life from 10 to 18 days.
- The prolonged shelf life has made it possible to change from distribution by the company’s own drivers and lorries to all the different shops over to transport to a limited number of DCs (distribution centres) belonging to different retailer chains, which then take care of the distribution to the individual shops themselves.
- There was a change in operating costs for operator, heating, service and other costs related to the pasteurizer that led to a limited increase in the annual operating costs.
5.2. Changes in risk estimation

5.2.1 Facts and estimations

Initiating event within supply side (S)

Preventive measures (S1)
The investment in the pasteurizer leads to lower distribution costs and reduced risks of spoiled juice. The latter means that the cost of the pasteurizer is partly to be seen as a result impact. The pasteurizer takes care of both incoming fruit of bad quality and of the risk of contamination during the production process, or rather reduces them considerably. The estimation of total known result impact for preventive measures has therefore gone up one level from low to medium.

Internally handled (S2)
It is still only minor disruptions of the magnitude of a couple of hours that can be handled internally (through overtime work). The total expected result impact is consequently still estimated to be very low.

Passed on; until back to a stable flow (S3)
The risk that the juice is spoiled has been practically eliminated by the installation of the pasteurizer. It eliminates almost all the bacteria that can enter with the fruit, and consequently there is a much lower number of potential disruptions. The expected result impact is therefore estimated to go down one level from medium to low.

Passed on; short run (market patience) (S4)
After the installation of the pasteurizer, the likelihood that the juice will be spoiled is now much lower. The expected result impact has therefore been estimated to go down from high to medium.

Passed on; long run (market confidence) (S5)
Since the risks of spoiled juice formed a considerable threat to the Brämhults brand and the attractiveness of its products, there is now, after the installation of a pasteurizer, a considerable change downwards in the result impacts related to market confidence. The expected result impact is therefore estimated to go down two levels, i.e. from very high to medium.
Initiating event within focal unit (production) (P)

Preventive measures (P1)
The pasteurizer also eliminates potential bacteria that have entered during the first part of the production process. Consequently, there will be considerably fewer potential disruptions. The cost of the pasteurizer is thus partly to be regarded as a preventive measure and some of its costs as known result impacts. Some of the costs for training the staff to operate the machine also have to be included. The known result impact has therefore been estimated to go up two levels from very low to medium.

Internally handled (P2)
The possibilities of internal risk handling are still very limited, and the expected result impact has been estimated to be unchanged, i.e. very low.

Passed on; until back to a stable flow (P3)
As S3, but no change in the result impact level, which had already been estimated to be low.

Passed on; short run (market patience) (P4)
As S4, but since the likelihood is judged to be lower than for the disruptions imported from supply side, the estimation of the expected result impact is also lower – more precisely one step lower, which in this case means that it is estimated to go down from medium to low.

Passed on; long run (market confidence) (P5)
As S5, but since the likelihood is judged to be lower than for the disruptions imported from supply side, the estimation of the expected result impact is also lower – more precisely one step lower, which in this case means that it is estimated to go down from high to medium.

Initiating event within demand side (D)

Preventive measures (D1)
Brämhults’ own drivers and their own refrigerated lorries no longer distribute the juice to the shops. The result impacts have thus gone down, and therefore the estimated result impact level has been lowered from low to very low.

Internally handled (D2)
There is still very little that can be done concerning internal handling, and the result impact level remains very low.
**Passed on disruptions (D3-5)**
The result impacts for the different passed on disruptions (D3, D4 and D5) are estimated to be at the same level as for S3 to S5.

### 5.3. Summing up and commenting on the estimations

Table 5.1 presents the estimated risk exposure levels after the installation of the pasteurizer. The estimations before the installation are given within brackets.

**Table 5.1: Brämhults; Risk exposure levels AFTER the pasteurizer (before within brackets).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISRUPTION SOURCE:</th>
<th>DISRUPTION</th>
<th>Expected RI from internally handled disruptions</th>
<th>Expected RI from passed on disruptions upstream/downstream with inclusion of market reaction and considering time dimension</th>
<th>Total expected RI from passed on; Until back to a stable flow</th>
<th>Total expected RI from passed on; In the short run (market patience)</th>
<th>Total expected RI from passed on; In the long run (market confidence)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiating event within supply side</td>
<td>S1: Medium (Low)</td>
<td>S2: Very low</td>
<td>S3: Low (Medium)</td>
<td>S4: Medium (High)</td>
<td>S5: Medium (Very high)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiating event within focal unit</td>
<td>P1: Medium (Very low)</td>
<td>P2: Very low</td>
<td>P3: Low</td>
<td>P4: Low (Medium)</td>
<td>P5: Medium (High)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiating event within demand side</td>
<td>D1: Very low (Low)</td>
<td>D2: Very low</td>
<td>D3: Low (Medium)</td>
<td>D4: Medium (High)</td>
<td>D5: Medium (Very high)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL KNOWN NRI</strong></td>
<td>Total expected RI from internally handled</td>
<td>Total expected RI from passed on; Until back to a stable flow</td>
<td>Total expected RI from passed on; In the short run</td>
<td>Total expected RI from passed on; In the long run</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL EXPECTED NRI**

**Abbreviations:** S = from supply side, P = from production, D = from demand side, RI = risk impact, NRI = negative risk impact

Risk exposure levels: Very low, Low, Medium, High, Very high and Not estimated.

The investment in a pasteurizer is partly to be seen as a risk handling action – a preventive measure. The known result impacts are therefore now medium for two of the three disruption sources. The result impacts for internally handled disruptions are still very low. Almost all the result impacts that are linked to passed on disruptions have decreased and are now low for “until back to a stable flow” and about medium for the rest.

There are still two major individual risk sources, but one of them is new:

- The first risk source is the unique package – *the bottle* – where nothing has changed.
- Since the juice is now pasteurized, the risk of spoiled juice causing a drop in market confidence has been more or less eliminated under the condition that the pasteurizer is properly operated and maintained. If this is not the
case, the consequences could be even more severe than before, since e.g. the best-before date has been prolonged by eight days and their own drivers and lorries no longer carry out distribution. Hence, pasteurizer maintenance and operation has become a new major risk source.

5.4. Changes linked to supply chain risk essentials model

In chapter 2, Figure 2.6, a supply chain risk essentials model, including six different risk essentials, was presented. This model will be used here to describe the consequences of the installation of the pasteurizer.

First of all, the product design has changed from fresh, un-pasteurized juice to pasteurized juice with a number of new qualities. The taste is different, shelf life is longer and sensitivity to contamination is considerably lower. The process design has also been changed, since a pasteurization step has been added to the production process. The prolonged shelf life has made it possible to gradually change distribution from direct distribution to the shops over to distribution to a limited number of DCs. Another consequence is fewer returns and withdrawals. The product flow design has thus been changed. Instead of a large number of small customers, Brämhults now has mainly a few big ones, which has consequences for invoicing, for example. Thus the product flow supporting systems have also been affected. Since the juice is now pasteurized, the number of products that are spoiled has decreased considerably, and the potential returns are carried out by the big food chains themselves. On the other hand, routines for the handling and maintenance of the pasteurizer have been introduced and added. The pasteurizer has to be cleaned in the correct way. The right temperature, flow and detergent concentration in the cleaning system are necessary when tanks, pipes and pump station, bottle machines and pasteurizer are cleaned. Consequently, the risk management systems and actions are also affected. It is of great importance that the personnel that handle the pasteurizer have the right competence for that task. On the other hand, the company has almost no need for drivers any longer. The effects on the human resources are considerable.

It is thus worth noticing that, at a closer look, a change that was initially regarded as a change in product and process design turns out to have affected all the six different supply chain risk essentials.
5.5. **Consequences outside the risk area**

- Through the pasteurization the juice has got prolonged durability from 10 to 18 days.
- The prolonged durability has made it possible to change from distribution by the company’s own drivers and lorries to all the different shops over to transporting to a limited number of DCs (distribution centres) belonging to different food chains, which then distribute to the individual shops themselves.
6. Results

6.1. The objectives of the study

In Chapter 1, section 1.2, the following three objectives for this study were established:

- to apply the risk analysis phase in a certain theoretical supply chain disruption risk model – called the DRISC model – on Brämhults Juice AB before and after the installation of a pasteurizer to get a view of how the “risk picture” was affected by the installation.
- to get indications of suitable adjustments in the DRISC model.
- to get ideas of possible further improvements in the management of the supply chain disruption risks in Brämhults Juice AB.

6.2. Risk "picture" before and after the pasteurizer

Different changes in the risk “picture”

- Changes in both known result impacts and expected result impacts.
- Changes in all three disruption sources: initiating event within supply side, initiating event within focal unit, and initiating event within demand side.
- An increase in two result impact levels and a decrease in nine.
- Before the installation of the pasteurizer, the risk levels related to market confidence were high or very high, whereas after the installation they are all medium.
- There has been a change towards comparatively more known result impacts and fewer expected result impacts, since all the increased cost levels concerned known result impacts and all the decreased cost levels concerned expected result impacts.
- However, since there is no “weighting” of the different result impact boxes and their different levels, we cannot say whether the total result impacts in the supply chain have increased or decreased.
- The investment in the pasteurizer paid for itself already during the first year through the substantial drop in returns of spoiled juice. This is reflected in Table 9.2 in the change in result impact levels from medium to
low in boxes S3 and D3 (until back to a stable flow). The risk levels for the short run and for the long run have also been lowered.

**Economic consequences**

- The investment in the pasteurizer was about 2 million SEK.
- There was a limited increase in the annual operating costs of about 800,000 (400,000 operator, 120,000 heat, and 280,000 service and other related costs)
- The costs for returns and withdrawals caused by spoiled juice before the pasteurizer were about 6 million SEK annually. After the installation of the pasteurizer they dropped by about 90% to about 0.6 millions annually.
- The pay-back time for the investment was thus about 5 months (2 millions/4.6 millions per year).
- But the pasteurizer also prolonged shelf life from 10 to 18 days, thereby making it possible for Brämhults to change from distribution by the company’s own drivers and lorries to all the different shops to transporting to a limited number of DCs (distribution centres) belonging to different food chains.
- If we split the investment 50/50 on risk and on distribution, we will get a payback time concerning the risk part of the investment of only 2 to 3 months.
- Included in the costs for returns and withdrawals are only the direct, immediate costs. If the negative effects of disruptions on future sales are also considered the pay-back time will be even shorter.

### 6.3. Suitable risk model adjustments

The theoretical model – the DRISC model — has been complemented and adjusted in different ways during the work of applying the model on Brämhults juice. One adjustment is the including of quality aspects in the model, and especially the stressing of the importance of "hidden" quality problems. A "hidden" disruption means that the initial disruption in the form of a deviance in quality is identified first in a later link in the chain leading to worse consequences than would otherwise have been the case. The worst case is when the quality problem is discovered first after the product has been used by the end customer for some time.
Another adjustment is that when the risk exposure levels before and after the pasteurizer were presented to the company in August 2006, the passed on disruptions were split on the three time dimensions “until back to a stable flow”, “short run” and “long run”, but not on the three disruption sources “supply side”, “within production” and “demand side”. The company stressed though that it was of interest to be able to see the passed on disruptions split up both on the three different time dimensions and on the three different disruption sources. So this adjustment of the model was made, and it meant an increase in the number of risk exposure boxes from 9 to 15.

6.4.  Further possible risk management improvements

- Develop a contingency plan for the unique bottle, probably including copies of the unique bottle form kept in a safe place away from the supplier’s production site.
- Add more brands so that Brämhults’ juice is not the same as the company Brämhults. That will make the company Brämhults less vulnerable especially to market confidence-related disruptions.

6.5.  Some final comments

- The case study has illustrated the validity of the DRISC model.
- The case study has stressed the importance of “hidden” disruptions.
- The case study has also stressed the importance of market confidence for products that are directly linked to people’s well-being but where there are other alternative products that could fulfil the same basic needs.
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Brämhults Juice AB is a Swedish company producing fresh juice for the Scandinavian market. Fresh juice is rich in taste but has limited durability. To reduce the risk of spoiled juice, Brämhults installed a pasteurizer in their production process during spring 2005. With the help of a model, called the DRISC model, the risk "picture" before and after the installation of the pasteurizer is described in 15 different risk boxes and analysed. The analysis showed that there was generally a considerable decrease in the risks, especially those with a high expected negative result impact, following from the installation of the pasteurizer.